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There appears to be a common perception amongst average

computer users pointing towards a global lack of trust when using

the Internet. The resolution of this lack of trust relating to the use

of the Internet, particularly orientated towards its commercial use

and online purchasing, requires partly from website developers to

create and maintain web applications that are robust and provide

a certain degree of resilience to attack from outside threats. This

project intends to contribute to this particular aspect by providing

site developers and system testers, as well as simple site users,

with a tool for reconnaissance, vulnerability scanning and remote

network mapping that is easily accessible and useable due to its

web-based and visual, event-driven interface. It is anticipated that

the cumbersome task of learning to use a number of command

line tools and their exact functionality and parameters can be

avoided through this and similar developments, and hence that

this will potentially widen the access to security testing,

particularly to small and medium businesses.

& 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In the year 2000 it was estimated that 384 trillion dollars (Global Payments Industry Metrics,
2003) was transferred electronically throughout Europe alone. Although this is an enormous figure,
retail electronic commerce barely generates a quarter of a percent of this global sales amount.
A steady increase in the number of users online over the past few years resulted in a considerable
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surge of electronic purchases which could mainly be attributed to the fact that, for example, in
Britain alone, 55% (12.9 million) of households were connected to the Internet (National Statistics,
2005) by 2005.

As well as this increase, these new users are becoming more and more aware of security threats to
themselves and, more importantly, of the security of the information such as credit card details they
leave with online retailers (e-tailers). An April 2006 survey by the Information Commissioner’s Office
(UK Legal News Analysis, 2006) stated that 84% of people lack confidence in the way Internet sites
handle their personal information. It was also reported that without prompt, 52% of the respondents
believed that their details might be passed onto unknown organisations. The resolution of this lack of
trust relating to online purchasing requires the developers of Internet sites to create and maintain
web applications that are robust and provide a certain degree of resilience to attack from outside
threats. However, Deloitte’s 2007 Global Security Survey (Deloitte, 2007) revealed that 77% of survey
respondents acknowledged that their systems had experienced some form of security breach in the
past year (p. 26). Furthermore, only 26% of respondents said they did not sustain financial losses
because of these incidents.

As more and more businesses are converting their legacy internal database applications to online
equivalents, web application development techniques must be implemented to create a visual
interface to these databases. Whether or not the developers are aware of it flaws may be introduced
during this process, either by exposing already vulnerable legacy systems to the Internet or by
utilising proprietary and third party web interfaces, for which they have no direct control.

This project intends to provide site developers and system testers, as well as simple users, with a
tool for reconnaissance, vulnerability scanning and remote network mapping that is easily accessible
and useable due to its web-based and visual, event-driven interface. It is anticipated that the
cumbersome task of learning to use a number of command line tools and their exact functionality
and parameters can be avoided through this and similar developments, and hence that this will
subsequently widen the access to security testing, particularly to small and medium businesses. The
paper is then structured as follows: Section 2 provides the architectural overview of the application,
whilst Section 3 discusses the interface and usage issues; in Section 4 we assess the current
implementation and address issues for further development and evaluation and we conclude the
discussion in Section 5.
2. Architectural specifications of webnmap

Despite that several vulnerability scanners today offer graphical environments and point and click
interfaces (e.g. nessus http://www.nessus.org/nessus/), they are mostly intended to be used by
security professionals and network administrators. There exists no single web-based application that
would provide centralised access to a diverse series of command-line tools through a user-friendly
graphical user interface (GUI) that is intended to average site developers, who possibly lack the
essential background of application security assessment. With such a tool available, more developers
can test their code for, at least elementary, security issues and hopefully learn how they can identify
and fix the vulnerabilities they introduce during coding.

Furthermore, end-user organisations of such web-based applications, particularly in the case of
small and medium enterprises (SME), may equally lack the skills to perform a security assessment of
their newly built or acquired applications. Larger organisations will usually have some form of
technology governance in place that will facilitate this task, or simply may afford to employ specialist
skills to perform security testing; whilst smaller businesses will probably put the application into
use without further security considerations (Burns et al., 2006) for existing programming or
configuration errors.

Despite the plethora of the security vulnerability tools available, a lot of those, particularly the
ones accessible via open and free access, lack capabilities of intensively graphical output that may
facilitate easier conception of underlying security issues (Read et al., 2007). The burden of
interpretation of results still heavily relies with the security analyst, and of course in the case of web
developers or end users, they may lack the skills required to fully comprehend the security testing
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output. Also, operating a stand-alone application on a small scale network may result in limited
output and additional resources may be required to be used. Operating a shared resource accessible
by many similar users may benefit the community of SMEs, as it could be used as a centralised
knowledge depot for security issues and template output tailored to their needs.

Our proposal is in-line with similar approaches that have been recently proposed to contribute
into developing awareness and building trust amongst end users and home-office environments
(Marston and Clarke, 2007). This tool for example is designed to provide a solid foundation by
considering the unique circumstances home users present, with varying degrees of security
education and knowledge. To this end the output of its risk analysis process is a simple, easy to
understand webpage with links to appropriate sources for additional information and security
controls.

In this respect, Webnmap—our own proposed approach in the form of a web server application
that packages a security toolset—aims at providing open access to a series of Linux-based command
line tools through a web-based, user-friendly interface. This approach suits particularly well the
requirements for SME environments as highlighted above, as it provides (a) a free platform that is
easily accessible via a web browser and does not require any particular installation of other
applications or particular specialised skills to use, and (b) provides visually rich output in the form of
GUI screens and HTML reports, in order to facilitate understanding of underlying security issues.
2.1. General design considerations

Webnmap is intended to allow access to advanced network mapping tools such as nmap (Network
Mapper, 2005), and web service vulnerability scanning using Nikto. The application will also allow
various precursor scans using other native commands, techniques and products;
1.
 simple site pinging to obtain operational status of servers;

2.
 host trace route facilities using tracert;
3.
 obtain basic domain owner details using simple whois commands; and

4.
 lookup domain name server settings using dig (Hamish Whittal, 2005).
We thus developed a user interface to many Linux command-line tools that implement basic
security tests of the web application’s computer network infrastructure.

Port scanning is made available through the nmap tool, but as a technology, port scanning can in
some cases be deemed as a ‘‘hostile attack’’ on a remote network. This project could potentially
facilitate an attacker, so sufficient effort has been allocated to minimising the potential of
unauthorised usage. This can be seen in the following areas:
1.
 the login screen provides a contact for abuse or misuse, with an aim to provide a deterrent against
users of the site who might be willing to abuse the service;
2.
 during command submission and selection the user is warned twice; once at the beginning, and
then subsequently at the end of the ‘wizard’ process. The user cannot continue without ‘‘agreeing’’
to the waiver/terms and conditions of usage;
3.
 all the activity is recorded by both the application framework and also by the webserver, in terms
of log files.
To limit the potential for exploitation of the main system, a design decision was made to remove
‘‘user’’ configurable commands. As a result, the system is pre-loaded with each command categorised
by the function of the designated tool. During command scheduling, when the user selects a required
command from the menu, a specific identification record is stored and later retrieved to determine
the exact command. This means that modification of the submitted command is not possible, as the
command is never visible during transmissions between server and browser.
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2.2. The supporting database

The supporting database was initially designed by determining the different entities with the
requirements of the application. The following objects were identified:
1.
 Site users: retain information about developers, application and security testers, and potentially
end-users that register in order to have access to the on-line toolset.
2.
 Command list: the list of available commands to perform a security assessment, as defined in the
previous section.
3.
 Command grouping: a set of commands that can be used to implement specific security tests and
stored in order to be able to re-run, potentially after system patching/re-configuration.
4.
 Queue: a buffer that will keep in order the commands and commands groups so that execution of
one is completed before potentially commencing another command/test.
5.
 Queue output: retention of the queue command outputs so that automated web-based, user-
friendly reports can be subsequently created to inform users of the results of the requested tests.

Fig. 1 is an entity relationship diagram (ERD) showing the relationships between tables. The
‘‘arrowed’’ end is representing a table that contains ‘‘many’’ id values from the associated table. Some
tables contain lookup values in relation to the stored id values, e.g. within the main ‘‘queue’’ table.
Each row within the queue would have a status to determine its role within the system. In doing so it
would introduce redundant data which subsequently requires a lookup table to be created that stores
the names of the different statuses linked to the queue through an id value.
2.3. Command queue execution

The command queue execution system is essential to the operation of the application. It provides
the core management facilities for all commands executed, enabling background processing of any
Fig. 1. Entity relationship diagram (PK ¼ primary key, FK ¼ foreign key, I1 or I2 ¼ indexed fields).
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Fig. 2. Command queue execution.
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selected command together with the capturing and storage of any result. Fig. 2 demonstrates the
relationship between two key Perl-based scripts. The scripts perform the following functionalities:
1.
 runcommands.cgi—This script is specifically designed to run every minute through the Linux-
based cron scheduling system. On execution it will examine the list of commands in the queue
table and attempt to match the commands scheduled date and time against that of the current
system date and time. If the two times match, the script launches the second script passing the id
value of the command. It may also launch multiple copies of the second script depending on the
entries in the command queue.
2.
 runit.cgi—The purpose of this script is to load the details of the command from a passed
parameter. This script combines the command and the host to scan as stored in the tables. It then
executes the command storing the results in the ‘‘command_output’’ table. It also provides simple
queue updating code to maintain the integrity of the stored data. During execution, this script
changes the status value to ‘‘executing’’ thus allowing for the identification of running commands,
and prevention of possible duplicates.
As the diagram depicts, the primary script is executed each minute by the Linux operating system.
What is not so obvious is this process occurs in the background and is therefore capable of running
independently to that of the application that runs on the web server. The system was designed to
allow multiple servers performing separate jobs, for example, you could implement a centralised
database server with several machines running the command execution queue. With a centralised
database the web server can be implemented elsewhere with a simple job of managing the addition
and displaying of commands.
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2.4. Access control mechanisms

By directly manipulating the database it is possible to provide fine-grain modification of the
permissions for any given user. Using an Open Source generic access control list known as phpGACL
(Benoit, 2004) it is possible to apply access control to arbitrary objects (web pages, databases, etc.) by
other arbitrary objects (users, remote hosts, etc.). Technically, the access control system defines
objects within the system in the following terms:
�
 access request objects—AROs: things requesting access;

�
 access control objects—ACOs: actions that are requester;

�
 access extention objects—AXOs: things to control access on.
The phpGACL system is directly linked to the ‘‘site_users’’ table as defined in the command
execution queue data flow diagram. This relationship allows the two distinct databases to
communicate through a common primary and foreign key. Although the developed front-end
application has only a single access control function (the process of logging in), the advanced fine-
grain controls have not been fully utilised. That said the functionality for displaying areas of the
screen depending on the access privileges of a given user is available for future versions of the
application.

2.5. Application framework development

The application framework was built from the ground-up providing full multi-lingual support,
template management and various levels of caching. Every time a page is loaded, the application
level performs a series of operations that are responsible for the production of the page shown on the
browser.

The steps involved are,
1.
 process the template page replacing each string with the corresponding system defined localised
value,
2.
 generate the SQL queries and cache the responses to reduce subsequent load times,

3.
 compile the template in preparation for caching,

4.
 finally cache the page and display to the user.

The application framework makes use of an Open Source application known as Smarty (2006). This
template engine provides the necessary caching and programming abstraction layer allowing the
underlying programming to be separated from the design. The principle of this system is that it
allows the design of the web front-end to use any method of displaying the page, and the project
takes full advantage of this by passing the user interface control to an AJAX enabled toolkit.

Asynchronous JavaScript and XML, or AJAX, is a web development technique for creating
interactive web applications using a combination of (Wikipedia, 2005)
1.
 XHTML (or HTML) and CSS for marking up and styling the page. XML is used in this project,
although any format will work.
2.
 The document object model (DOM) manipulated through JavaScript to dynamically display and
interact with the information presented. This is the technology behind updating ‘‘segments’’ of a
page without reloading everything.
3.
 The XMLHttpRequest object to exchange data asynchronously with the web server. In this project
the requests are assisted by a purposefully built ‘‘data producer’’ capable of performing all of the
actions of the application framework but much less processor intensive.

With extensive modification, the Smarty template engine was built upon to provide full multi-
lingual capabilities where the text that appears on the website is contained in a single file, specific to
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a given language. This provides the application with a unique facility where if required the language
could be altered on-the-fly. This is achieved by modifying the output process of the template system
and then careful adaptation of the caching facility. The application framework will now determine
the users requested language and provide the user with either a cached version of the page, or a fresh
copy if the time to live (TTL) of the page has been reached.

Further enhancements to the template engine include adaptation to work with ADOdb (Lim,
2004), an Open Source database abstraction library. This provides a resilient database friendly
application, capable of using PostgreSQL, MySQL, Oracle, Interbase, SQLite, Microsoft SQL Server and
Access natively. Not only does it provide access to a variety of database management systems, ADOdb
provides also query caching, meaning that no query is actually run twice (TTL dependant).

For the development of Webnmap a pre-compiled software development kit called Backbase
(Backbase Homepage, 2005) was implemented that provided the user-interface framework. Backbase
is an Open Source application which makes the development of Rich Internet Applications (RIA)
much simpler.

The ultimate goal of an AJAX application is usually to improve the user experience. One of the
most useful AJAX innovations is the single-page interface (SPI), where new data and content are
loaded into an existing segment, without reloading the page as a whole. In traditional web
applications, almost every user action causes a page to be loaded as a new URL. This is time
consuming, and removes the context of the user interface.

Applications based on the AJAX technology now share common user interface paradigms
adopted from the desktop World. To quickly create AJAX applications it is useful to have as
many building blocks as possible. In Backbase, the most visible building blocks are the Client
Controls, which are designed to replicate common Windows controls. For example, complex drag-
and-drop facilities are available on pretty much every control, together with animations effects to
enhance user interaction. Through the implementation of Backbase, the template engine has use of
over 50 distinct Client Controls. This allows the project to provide advanced user interface techniques
and application interactions that will be discussed further in the next section on the application user
interface.

Fig. 3 demonstrates the unique introduction of a SPI that generates a page on the user’s
browser, and implements a clever partial update of certain content sections depending on the
requested data.
Fig. 3. Backbase presentation client (original source: www.backbase.com).

http://www.backbase.com
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Fig. 4. User interface design.
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3. User interaction components

3.1. User interface overview

Fig. 4 demonstrates how the application has been constructed in separate ‘‘modules’’ displaying
different information depending on its exact function. The user interface combines two different
operational design interfaces;
1.
 Portal system: This provides user interaction with the facility to move the different modules
around the screen, even minimising to provide more room for the others.
2.
 Window management: This allows the application to open many ‘‘popups’’ that act just like
applications in the popular Microsoft Windows operating system. This unique feature allows the
user to provide visual comparisons of command output without having to load a physically
separate page.
3.2. System login and access control

Access to the online application is provided by a simple username and password entry system
(Fig. 5). Although as a principle this is a simple concept, the actual process of user authentication is
fairly complex:
1.
 look up the username from the ‘‘site_users’’ table,

2.
 determining the status of the user (active or not),

3.
 match an MD5 hash of the password against the password held against that username,

4.
 if successful generate a unique session ID and load secondary AJAX user interface.
The system uses three separate processes, one for logging in, another for producing the actual
user interface and finally a third to produce the XML data for displaying—all looking for the
existence of a valid session ID. If the session ID is not available (timed out or simply does not exist)
the user cannot progress without completing the login form (users remain logged in for
approximately 12 h).
Fig. 5. Application Login.
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3.3. Adding a command

The process of adding a command to the intended security test is depicted in the flowchart of
Fig. 6. As part of a design decision it we decided that the best way to direct a user to enter
information in an organised fashion would be through creating a ‘‘wizard’’-style interface, as it can be
seen in the same picture.
Fig. 6. Adding command flowchart and wizard implementation.
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3.4. Output viewing

The main application interface (Fig. 4), demonstrates the various modules that generate the user
interface. The fifth block is the task list which shows the commands that have been added by that
user. It also provides feedback on the status of the command and allows the user to expand the
selection revealing the recurring commands below it.

Fig. 7 shows the four stages of possible view:
1.
 Stage one: This shows no commands in the queue. A user who has never added a command to the
system should see the task list like so.
2.
 Stage two: A command has been added and the system reports that the command is ‘‘pending
execution’’ as it is now in the queue waiting to be executed. During execution this is changed to
‘‘execution in progress’’.
3.
 Stage three: This shows that the command has been run and at what date and time. You can see
through simple visual inspection that only one execution has occurred.
4.
 Stage four: The task list can be expanded to reveal the underlying commands that have been
executed. The task list will show the individual date and times of each command executed. It
shows this list in execution order.
After double-clicking one of the entries listed in the task list, the application launches a popup
window containing the detail of each time the command has been executed. Using an ‘‘accordion’’
style control component, the detail is displayed in date order to enable the user to easily navigate
through the content (Fig. 8). The window control is also designed to allow itself to be maximised,
allowing complex command output to be scrutinised in much more detail. If minimised the user can
open other windows or simply leave it there until required again.

Finally, Fig. 9 shows a simple report that was created to demonstrate the potential graphing
functionality of the Backbase AJAX framework.
Fig. 7. Tasks list stages.
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Fig. 9. Statistics overview.

Fig. 8. Command detail window.
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3.5. Brief description of the non-visual system functionality

The development process required consideration of many factors. The following list is a summary
of the facilities that had to be implemented into the application framework to make it useable as a
development platform.
1.
Tab
Res

Use

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
Maintenance mode: The system has the capability to be ‘‘turned off’’ redirecting the user to
temporary page. This is particularly useful for when performing essential system updates.
2.
 IP address banning: Whether or not in the maintenance mode, the system maintains a list of
banned IP addresses. This is required to prevent the application from being susceptible to abuse
from certain distrustful users.
3.
 Individual client templates: The system has been designed to allow multiple subdomains for
separate clients to utilise. The aim being to allow the system to be resold to business wishing to
provide the same functionality but in their own brand. The application framework detects the
subdomain and determines which client information to load.
4.
 Configurable timeouts: A basic configuration file contains the application settings. In there one can
set the timeouts for compiled templates, cached pages, cached queries and the login timeout.
5.
 Application debugging: During the development of the project it was required to obtain as much
detail about the operational processes of the application as possible. With this in mind, the
application provides a ‘‘profiling’’ class for determining the length of time each function that is
executed through PHP. There are also procedures for enabling database query logging, Smarty
template debugging and advanced Apache error log analysis.
6.
 POST and URL cleaning: Every request to the server and POST from a web-based form is cleaned
before processing. This cleaning involves removing all script like characters to prevent possible
SQL injection and cross site scripting techniques.
4. Application testing and deployment issues

4.1. Stress testing

Through the use of benchmarking and stress test analysis tools, it was possible to simulate ten
concurrent users accessing the developed web application over a 30 min period. A summary of the
outcome of the stress test is provided in Table 1.

The graph of Fig. 10 demonstrates that within the first few seconds of the stress test, a spike in
request times (the time it takes to receive the first page) was recorded. This correctly indicates how
the application framework caching facilities operate. For example, the test was qualified by clearing
all stored database and template caches and then starting the stress test. This first spike shows the
length of time required to generate the first round of queries and compile the templates. Request
le 1
ults per user

r no. Clicks Hits Errors Avg. click time (ms) Bytes kbit/s

277 284 0 1448 3,939,619 78.87

277 284 0 1434 3,939,619 79.65

258 265 0 1926 3,652,975 59.04

273 280 0 1528 3,882,413 74.73

276 283 0 1458 3,925,471 78.33

277 284 0 1434 3,939,619 79.63

275 283 0 1466 3,925,471 77.89

277 284 0 1434 3,939,619 79.62

274 281 0 1494 3,896,561 76.41

272 279 0 1551 3,896,561 74.18
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Fig. 10. Click times and errors.
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time is then reduced dramatically on the second pass, levelling out for the majority of the 30 min.
This indicates that the application is capable of maintaining stability under light-medium usage.

Odd spikes at the middle and end of the stress test could be attributed to independent modules
requiring caching again if the ‘‘time to live’’ has run out. This could also be attributed to network
latency both locally and along the route to the server.
4.2. User community acceptance

A series of sixteen test users were identified who could provide feedback on the use of the system
through a number of different browsers and operating systems. The users ranged from academics to
professional security testers, computing hobbyists, programmers with no particular security
experience and business end users. Each user was provided with a username and password to
access the system. Once correctly logged in, the users were instructed to perform the following tasks:
1.
 click the schedule command button,

2.
 follow the wizard style interface using the domain name ‘‘scanme.nmap.org’’,

3.
 select a simple scan such as ping or a trace route,

4.
 schedule for approximately 30 min from present time,

5.
 upload all received e-mails to the project management site.
Apache log file analysis was performed to extract part of the statistics of the user testing
phase. The details of these are summarised in Fig. 11. In addition, a simple questionnaire was
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Browser versions

16568

8719

4824 27

Firefox 1

MS Internet Explorer 6

Other Mozilla compatible Agents

Opera, Safari 4, Lynx

Firefox 1

MS Internet Explorer 6

Other Mozilla compatible Agents

Opera, Safari 4, Lynx

Browser versions

16568

8719

4824 27

Platforms

25122

4817 206

Windows XP

Windows 3.1/95 (16-bit)

UNIX (Linux), Windows 2000, Unknown
Platform, Macintosh (Power PC), UNIX
(Other/Unspecified), Windows 2003

Fig. 11. User feature analysis.

P. Davies, T. Tryfonas / Journal of Network and Computer Applications 32 (2009) 78–9592
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used to assess the ease of use, the perceived application value, collect verbal feedback
and recommendations for improvements from the testing users. All users returned positive feedback
and were able to complete successfully the test, suggesting that the application is easy to use
and could indeed facilitate security inexperienced users to further understand underlying security
issues.

4.3. Website latency

Using a tool designed by Google it is possible to view the time taken to load each file used by the
website. It reported a total of 43 files loaded in a time of 1234 ms (the load time was taken as an
average, as it changes with each page load). Using this information it is possible to determine which
areas of the site are causing the greatest time to load. From understanding this we can correct the
issues to make a more efficient application, ultimately taking less time to load on the user’s
computer.

A further FireFox tool provides simple statistical information about the page. This latency
information includes,
1.
 time to first byte which is the time taken from first clicking to the first byte received,

2.
 time to completion which is total time taken to show the whole site,

3.
 total page size including images.
For remote clients this latency will be increased with the more intermediate networking nodes the
data has to travel through to reach its destination. This can represented as a simple calculation
(Castelein, 2006):

Download time ¼
(# of files/2 concurrent HTTP connections) * First-byte time
+(download size/download speed)
This shows a good approximation to the actual download time
(43/2) * 0.547+16.32/75.845
¼ 11.76 (latency)+0.22 (download time)
¼ 11.98 s
The download time was taken from the average of 10 test users from the stress testing results. The
other figures were taken from the page analysis tools described above. Some users reported slower
access times but commented that the application framework had loaded, implying that what was
actually occurring was not an issue related to latency, but that their browsers were taking some time
to manipulate the client-side scripting. AJAX-based sites are slightly deceptive in their loading state,
as it is possible that despite the application being available on the screen certain sections of the site
may not be loaded until everything is complete. This ‘staging’ can be quite useful in terms of
usability, because the user is presented with information at different times, thus giving the apparent
feel that something is always taking place (a form of visual user assurance).

4.4. Web server security

We have implemented in the system subcomponents for generating an audit trail of any executed
SQL, command line or application process. In essence, the collected data provide an exact trail of
what the user did and at what time. Of course, for this information to be accurate the server has been
synchronised with a remote time server (NTP); otherwise, the collected audit information would not
have a vase timeline for plotting the events.
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Also, for the system to be adequately secure, the following basic security policies were
implemented:
�
 implement ‘‘deny all’’ firewall rule except for port 80 for HTTP web services,

�
 added the Apache module ‘‘mod_security’’ for URL filtering.
Implementing ‘mod_security’ into the execution of the site under Apache provides the system with
an application level firewall. What this means is that any information ‘posted’ to the website will be
inspected and compared to a series of pre-defined firewall rules as managed by mod_security. This
helps protect the developed application from attacks such as SQL injection, where HTML forms are
used to input SQL commands and obtain information that would not usually be visible.

The Apache module mod_security also comes with several pre-defined policies specifically for
running a system using PHP and MySQL. It has also been possible to use the application level firewall
as a protective barrier for the odd occasion that the underlying operating system and modules (such
as PHP) become outdated.
5. Conclusions and further development

This project was intended to provide site developers with an open tool for identifying the
vulnerabilities introduced during coding. It can also be used by the users of the application to
identify programming or configuration errors. This was implemented by developing a command
queue execution system. In the process of adding a command to the queue, the user is lead through
an intuitive process explaining in simple terms what actions the command will perform. The next
step was to create a user interface that any level of Internet user could manipulate. Such applications
providing free open security services may have considerable contribution in information security
implementation in SME environments, as they overcome barriers of required specialist skills and
additional budgets.

Public exploitation of this application would be for example to include a ‘certification’ logo on
registered users’ websites, where a visitor of their website can see a report (as predefined by the
registered user) giving a primary assurance that the site they are using has been cross-tested by a
vulnerability checker, in the form of a ‘health check’ assessment, and found ‘reasonable secure’. This
approach of consumer trust building is presently employed within electronic commerce on sites
using secure certificates (SSL). (VeriSign, 2005), for example, provide a ‘seal of approval’ linking
directly to a report page giving the status of the secure certificate. This gives the end-user the
perception of assurance required to engage into transactions and greater confidence in the service
being provided.

The main limitations of this approach are primarily all related to the individual components used
to analyse a targeted host. The application system requires regular administration as each
component, such as nmap, requires updating and patching. If those components are not maintained,
it is quite possible that they will become security risks themselves. The developed application has a
certain degree of automation of updates and application of patches through the use of Linux-based
scheduling tools, but this extends only to the vulnerability scanning applications that provide for
such features.

Users registering to use the security assessment service are informed and warned that they must
have permission from the site they are scanning, as it could be seen that the scan itself is illegal. A
solution to further develop in respect to unauthorised use of the service would be to provide a facility
for ‘scanned’ organisations to discover which user had scanned them. This would be produced from
the audit information stored alongside each scan as discussed during this project. Only after
successfully identifying that they had in fact been scanned by the developed application, would the
site user’s contact information be released. An automated process for obtaining recent scan histories
is also planned to be developed as part of the Webnmap system. Another area for further
development on this platform is the reporting of results through even more structured and
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meaningful ways. We intend to implement aggregate reporting based on the results from the various
executed applications.
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